Manufactured to the stringent qualities of full-duty service doors, yet easily meet the most current fire protection standards.

Operational choices include fail-safe motor-operated systems, hand crank (manual), and standard chain hoist operated systems.

UL, FM and ULC Labeled for fire protection up to four hours to meet today’s fire protection demands.

Clopay fire doors may be easily and repeatedly drop tested and reset from the floor with no tool or equipment requirements.

The service durability, simplicity of ownership and proven fire protection make Clopay fire doors a logical choice for informed design professionals.
CHAIN HOIST MODEL

The bar has been raised for entry-level fire protection with the Model CERD10 or CERD20 (insulated) Fire Door. This rugged, gear reduced chain hoist system is designed for everyday use and features a truly remarkable governing system capable of handling fire door sizes to 256 square feet and beyond. As simple to install and own as a chain hoist driven service door, these fire door systems will meet your every expectation.

- Labeled fire protection for up to 4 hours
- Floor level drop test and reset
- Full-duty service engineering
- Weldable guides with upward expansion
- Guide service cutouts for ease and safety of service
- Structural steel construction
- Finish coated steel curtains and hoods
- Custom designed headplates designed for each door assembly. Headplate designs for simplicity of operator installation
- Powder coated guides, bottom bars and headplates
- Formed metal hoods finished to match curtains
- Steel gauge per UL listing for door size. Available in 18, 20 and 22 gauge galvanized steel, or 20 gauge stainless steel #5 flat slat
- Model CERD20 (insulated door) contains 7/8" thick mineral wool insulation. Available in 22 and 24 gauge exterior, 24 and 22 gauge interior skin

MOTOR OPERATED MODELS

Using a planetary gear reduction system and a dependable, time-proven internal centrifugal braking governor, the CERD10 with CFD motor operator is a true workhorse fire door operating system that is both simple and efficient. The convenience of floor level drop testing and reset is showcased with this system that handles the largest fire doors with ease. The system may be activated for closure by an alarm signal or by power failure. Reset is accomplished by simply pressing the "open" button.

- Fail-safe design and operation
- UL and ULC Labeled
- For use with detectors as a stand-alone FACP or integrate to building FACP
- Floor level test and reset
- Preset time delay before closure
- Full-duty, gear reduced motor
- Limit switches are driven, eliminating resetting
- Optional battery backup
- Centrifugal governor
- Service door construction and durability

OPTIONS

- UL “S Labels” with seals for air and smoke infiltration
- Fail-safe release devices
- Smoke detectors
- Alarm annunciators
- Voice annunciators
- Warning strobe lights

COLORS

Three standard paint finishes plus 188 powder coat finishes and stainless steel #4 finish

| White | Tan | Gray |

Colors shown may not reflect true steel color. Use for reference only. Due to the printing process colors may vary from printed samples.

DISTRIBUTED BY: